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As I look back over my first year as Principal at the school, there are several things that stand out about what defines Korumburra Secondary College.

The first is the open, caring and friendly nature of the students. From my first moment at the school, the students have willingly engaged with me about what is important to them in terms of their learning experiences at the school. This has provided me with important knowledge about their expectations and areas where I can lead school improvements. The School Captains Brock Dorling and Jacqueline Snooks, together with Vice Captains Julia Boys and Jacob Zwiersen, have been outstanding representatives of the student body. It was with great pride that I was able to attend the local Anzac Day Dawn Service and work with these young people to facilitate school assemblies and official functions. The Night to Remember was another event which showcased the talents of our students and gave me great pleasure to see them step into the spotlight and shine.

The second is the dedication of the staff at the school who work hard to provide a range of opportunities for our students both within and beyond the classroom. Our staff teams have been focussed on improving not only the literacy, numeracy and content knowledge of our students but ensuring that our students develop life-long learner dispositions and are active citizens in our local and global community. An exciting development this year is our new Sister School agreement with Changshu Foreign Language School in China which has seen our students communicate via ICT to learn more about Chinese language and culture.

Thirdly is the Korumburra community. The support from our School Council, led by President Stuart Jenkin together with parent and community members has demonstrated a selfless dedication to the youth of this community. This has included leading the significant capital works planning at the school which will ensure a world class educational facility on our site. Our Cluster of Primary schools continues to grow in supporting the needs of all students from Prep to Year 12, particularly in consistent approaches to student wellbeing and extending opportunities to our students such as the Cluster Music Camp. The continued partnership with Burra Foods, Coal Creek and other local organisations to provide learning opportunities for our students, models that it takes a village to raise a child. The range of these partnerships is quite unique and is a significant asset to our school.

All of these elements define Korumburra Secondary College. A great learning community to be part of.

Abigail Graham
During 2014 I had the pleasure of working with a great team of staff, students and parents, and attended a range of very high quality events. I have enjoyed the year immensely.

As always, the year started with the excitement of seeing our new year 7 students arrive for their first days of secondary schooling. These students settled in very well to Korumburra Secondary School and by the end of the year, all of our year 7 and 8 students have formed a great foundation for the rest of their secondary schooling. Our year 9s and 10s started their thinking about possible options following secondary school, with careers activities and work experience. Some of our year 10 students moved into other educational pathways through the year and others are leaving Korumburra Secondary College for the next part of their lives. We wish them all the best in their future studies and work. Our year 11 and 12 students, both VCAL and VCE students, have studied hard this year and I am sure the effort which all these students have put into the final couple of years of their secondary schooling, will stand them in good stead for whatever pathways they choose in coming years.

Students at all year levels have studied a great range of subjects and experienced a variety of challenges. Students studying subjects such as Outdoor Ed or Advance have had the opportunity to be involved in outdoor activities, challenging themselves in adventure settings. Our Art and Technology program has remained very strong this year with some outstanding pieces of work. Our year 12 final pieces were recently on display at our Arts showcase. Other subject areas such as Maths, English, Science and LOTE have also remained very strong this year with our school's NAPLAN results continuing to show strong development by our students.

We have also seen our students' talents on display outside the classroom. I had the pleasure of attending and participating in number of concerts from the number of bands we have working at Korumburra Secondary College. Our Night to Remember in August really showcased the amazing musical talent we have within the school. We had teams of students participate in debating competitions and the annual "Tournament of Minds" and our SRC was very active in setting up a range of events both in and outside the school, including raising funds and developing global compassion such as for the 40 hour famine. The sporting field is another area in which Korumburra students have continued to perform well this year. We have had students represent the school with great distinction in a range of sports, with a select few going on to represent the school at state finals.

Wellbeing is a great focus at our school with all staff members playing a role in supporting our students. Our year level teams have been working to ensure that all students are supported in the classroom everyday while our sub school teams, amongst other duties, have provided extra support to students who need it. Our school chaplain, Shelley Hermens, who provided fantastic support to a number of students over many years left our school through the year to pursue other interests. We thank her tremendously for her services.

I wish everyone a safe and enjoyable holiday and look forward to working with our school community again in 2015.

John Wilson
Being school captains in 2014 has been such a fulfilling experience and an exciting year. With it being our last year at Korumburra Secondary, we couldn’t think of a better way to spend it. We have been given opportunities throughout the year to represent the school, improve our public speaking, and work with the community.

Some of these opportunities include being a part of the School Representative Council (SRC) and the School Council. We also represented the school at the ANZAC Ceremony, where we had the honour of laying a wreath. We presented at assemblies, and A Night To Remember, and participated in leadership programs. These have all been enjoyable and unforgettable experiences, and we have learnt so many important skills that we will use throughout our lives.

With this being our last year, the Year 12 cohort become very close and we will greatly miss each other as we all begin to go our separate ways. Throughout the year there have many funny and eventful moments—working as a team to create a performance for A Night to Remember was a highlight as was as putting on the year 12 Fete. Everyone dressing up on Athletics Day and the Swimming Carnival was always a laugh, and in Private Study periods there was always a story to tell. Without doubt this will be a year that we will never forget full of challenges, hard work and friendships that will stay with us forever.

Coming into this year we all knew it was going to be tough, but we all supported one another and helped everyone get to the end. I think it’s fair to say that all us Year 12’s owe a big thank-you to our teachers, who were always there for us and eager to help wherever they could, and support us when things got tough. We would just like to say a big thank-you to Mrs Graham and Mr Wilson. Mrs Graham who was our new Principal this year; you have made a great start to developing our school into bigger and better things and we have loved working along-side you. A big thankyou also to the entire staff - thank-you for helping us get through what was a stressful but awesome year.

To our fellow year 12’s WE DID IT! We couldn’t think of a better bunch of people to do our final year of schooling with. Good luck to our future School Captains of 2015 Caroline Crawford and Bailey Condoluci, we are sure you will do a terrific job.

Jacquie Snooks and Brock Dorling
2014 has been a great year for the SRC! Together the SRC has organised and run many free dress days (with great live music thanks to Mungo), various indoor and outdoor lunchtime activities, barbeques and of course the sports cupboard. All of these activities and events are run with the intention of making our school a more fun, enjoyable and interesting place for students.

Our in-school fundraisers this year have been: raising money for the Gnurad School for Student Leadership Project, running the Athletics Day BBQ, and the Easter Egg Raffle. We have also run fundraisers for a number of worthy out of school charities and foundations, including Jeans for Genes Day, Bryn’s Schools, the 40 Hour Famine and Shave for a Cure Foundation.

Some key new achievements of the SRC this year include:

- Contributing ideas and suggestions towards the school rebuild project
- Running a chess tournament for the Year 7’s
- Taking part in the SRC’s first professional leadership and teamwork training program
- Gaining representation on the Korumburra Secondary College School Council

Thank you to Ms Wilson and all of the SRC representatives of 2014 for their hard work, dedication and passion for making our school a better place. Julia Boys
The English Faculty at Korumburra Secondary College work tirelessly on creating an engaging and dynamic curriculum to prepare our students for active participation in a rapidly changing world.

Our school once again participated in the Australian School's English Com- petitions with pleasing results: Well done to Kristen Stewart (Year 10) and Caroline Crawford (Year 11) for receiving a credit. The cost of the competi- tions is generously subsidised by the English Domain and greater participa- tion is always encouraged.

Our students also performed admirably in the various public speaking com- petitions. Congratulations to Year 11 students, Josh McNabb, Skye Twite, Stewart McKenzie, for their enthusiastic participation in the Lions Youth of the Year Quest and Caroline Crawford for competing at the even more challenging regional level! For the first time in our school's history, a student competed in the State Final of the Legacy Public Speaking Competition. Joel Findlay and Jayde Cark-Noble (Year 7) repre- sented our college with great distinction at the regional final, with Joel's passionate and earnest delivery proving a clear winner at the subsequent zone final making him a name to watch in future years.

Drama made a welcome return to the middle school with Year 9 students put- ting on a fabulous performance for the annual Night To Re- member. It is anticipated this subject will return to its rightful place within the curriculum and provide opportunities for students to develop lifelong skills of empathy, teamwork, confidence and taking risks with their learning. ‘English Help’ - our twice-weekly lunchtime support service- continues to attract a small but steady number of students seeking extra assistance or one-on-one support and offers a much cheaper alternative for senior students considering having a hired tutor!

Maddie Dixon of Year 9 had a brilliant piece of creative writing published in a national magazine for student writing – Oz Kids in Print.

Maddie wrote her suspenseful account titled ‘Room 267’ whilst she was in Year 8 English as part of a creative writing task and she has impressed her teachers and fellow students with the quality of her writing and ability to engage her audience.

“It was no ordinary breeze I was feeling, it was no normal sound I was hearing, it was my worst fear”...

In closing, congratulations to all students who worked hard to develop their literacy skills this year. Best wishes to our departing Year 12 students who have been well prepared for the increasing literacy demands in the wider society. The Domain also extends a sad farewell to retiring staff member, Tony Heys, a valued and much ad- mired colleague and mentor who has taught at KSC for five years and will be fondly remembered for his infectious humour, dedication to his students and passionate em- brace of a ‘quality education in a caring environment.’

Steve Brew
2014 has been another busy year in the Humanities Domain. Students have engaged in learning from a range of topics addressing the key learning strands of History, Geography, Economics, Civics and Citizenship.

Our junior school classes have had a number of highlights in 2014. This year saw our Year 7 students engaging in a new community service program based around the history of our local community. This program, developed by the Year 7 Professional Learning Team, involved two excursions. One day was split between Loch Community Hall and the Inverloch Foreshore Reserve. The second day was spent at Coal Creek where students were able to be involved in numerous hands on colonial activities. Despite some classic South Gippsland weather, students were able to evaluate numerous primary and secondary sources of historical information which was used as a springboard for discussion and classwork in both Humanities and English.

Year 8 students experienced a full and engaging curriculum again this year. One of the most memorable experiences was Medieval Week. This week featured a cross-curricula approach and culminated in a feast day on the Friday, with many staff and students choosing to dress up for the occasion. The Leongatha Medieval Society kindly shared their knowledge and expertise on the feast day. The highlight for many was the chance to try on some replica medieval chainmail and watching the archers penetrate replica armour from long range with replica long bows. Very impressive!

Year 12 VCE students completed studies in a range of subjects this year, including History: Revolutions, Legal Studies and Sociology. We wish all of our year 12 students good luck for their upcoming exams and beyond.

I would like to thank the Humanities teachers, and our exceptional support staff, for their professionalism and dedication in continuing to develop an engaging and informative curriculum. On behalf of the Humanities domain, I would also like to wish our Year 12 students all the best for their future endeavors.

Brock Churchill
This year ebooks were introduced for use by students in Years 7 – 10. As with all new technology there were some teething problems, however the value of these online resources which allow students to direct their learning, far outweigh the negatives.

I encourage parents to take the opportunity to take a good look at the ebook and see how the resources used in the teaching of Mathematics have improved since their time in the classroom. Students will continue to use the ebook in 2015.

Twenty-five students chose to extend themselves by entering the Australian Mathematics Competition which comprises problem solving questions. Over 40000 students from Australia and its Pacific neighbours enter the competition each year and it was pleasing not only to have some new students participating but also to have our regular participants achieving at high levels. Four Year 7 students: Amy Burgess, Tyson Hanegraff, Shelley Lawrence and Erin McLean each received credit certificates for their achievement as did Year 10 students: Cohen McGrath, Harrison McLean, Rebecca Moon, Jared Pattie, Hayden Smith, Hugh Suckling, Caleb Surman and Cameron Trewin. Connor Murrell of 7C received a distinction certificate for achieving a result which placed him in the top 3% of the state. Next year hopefully more students will accept the challenge that this competition offers.

Finally I encourage students to continue their study of mathematics for as long as possible and at the highest level of which they are capable. As a result, they will have many more options available to them when they complete their schooling.

Neil Cockburn
Another exciting year in the world of Science. Term One saw the most competitive start to the year between the Year 7 classes. The ‘Science Safety’ video project saw each class produce some of the best safety in Science videos yet. The Science partnership between KSC and Burra Foods continues to grow. Crystal Condolucci, a past student now working with Burra Foods, visited our Year 7 classes and conducted practical activities about micro-organisms and hygiene. Students experienced a hands on study of what is needed to be hygienic enough in a workplace when working with food. Year 10 students who chose the Chemistry & Physics elective spent several weeks conducting experiments for Burra Foods. Supported by Burra Foods scientist, Loren Gold and our own lab technician, Donna Muldoon, they investigated the accuracy of techniques for finding the quality of the milk supplied. All students presented their findings to Burra Foods and were commended on their practical work and presentation skills. At VCE, Unit 2 student from Psychology and Biology classes visited the zoo for investigations into animal behaviour, and the Biology class visited Inverloch as part of their studies of ecosystems. All year 8 students contributed displays to Our Body Systems Museum. The PAC became a learning environment, reflecting the knowledge gained by students from their work, and many parents attended as guests to enjoy the interactive displays. Science is a subject where learning is largely based on observations from practical activities. Students have carried out dissections, set up electrical circuits, conducted many chemical reactions and solved crimes using forensic techniques, as just a few examples of their learning this year.

Matthew Smith
In 2014, VCAL continued to be a strong option for students interested in particular careers or pathways. Once again VCAL provided formal accreditation and pathway choices to our students at KSC. A strong emphasis was placed on the importance of establishing learner-centred approaches to teaching and learning. This led to some great project based learning opportunities.

VCAL 1 participated in the Cows Create Careers project. This saw the school hosting a pair of calves for three weeks. The calves were affectionately named Sharron and Brian. Students completed an in-depth investigation into the dairy industry and completed a movie or 3D model, along with other project requirements. All 5 student teams were represented at the Cows Creates Careers award presentation where they received certificates of participation. What a great achievement!

VCAL 2 enjoyed their regular visits with the residents from Carinya Lodge. They engaged in activities that allowed them to get to know each other and from this students were able to write a ‘This I Believe’ story for each of the residents. This was bound into a beautiful book that was presented to Carinya.

VCAL 3 took project based learning to a whole new level, continuing a partnership with Coal Creek Farmers Market, running their own business and forming a community partnership. Students continued to make the eco-friendly bags; however, the highlight of the markets was the range of great stalls that they ran. This included a Mothers Day manicure and popcorn stall, a dessert stall that was sweet as, and a soup stall that kept customers warm in winter. Other highlights included Sharna and Jaria leading the organisation of the Year 12 fete, Skye fundraising for Peter Mac with David’s support, Codie working with kinder kids on dog awareness and Andrew organising VCAL 3 to help fix the car park for Kooweerup Regional Health Service Men’s Shed.
Individualised programs saw students work their way towards VET qualifications in a diverse range of industry areas. While many students chose local training providers, half a dozen students selected to travel further afield to pursue their desired training. Another form of popular training occurred through School Based Apprenticeships. Students also complemented their studies by participating in structured work place learning – on farms, as mechanics, electricians, plumbers, bakers, retail, hairdressers, hospitality, beauticians and the list goes on.

Many of our students were employed by ATEP through our Land Conservation or Hospitality trainee programs. This year the Land Conservation crew at Coal Creek improved the ground, including a major creek line restoration and construction of a path between the Slab cottage and the Wattle & Daub cottage. They also made an outdoor pizza oven located in front of the Pig and Whistle Cafe. The Hospitality group found a new home at Korumburra Senior Citizens Centre where they thrived in their skill development. Students hosted the group from Coal Creek on several occasions. Some KSC staff had the privilege of tasting their delights at a 3 course lunch but the true test of the group’s ability was displayed when they hosted Christmas in July for 60+ senior citizens.

At the end of 2014 we farewell nine amazing Year 12 VCAL students. We know that they leave us a little wiser about what it takes to succeed in life and work. Good Luck to all VCAL students leaving us to pursue their future career pathways!

Stacie Witton
What an amazing year it has been to share the pathways planning journey with so many of our students. Indeed, Careers is not just about finding a job, but chasing our dreams, realising our potential, making informed decisions and managing the kind of life we desire.

Year 12—Year 12 Careers has included individual counselling on a number of occasions, visits to Universities, speakers, jobs, newsletters, the Traveling Tertiary Information Service, Open Days, strategies, parent information nights and lots of questions and queries from our students. At the time of writing, VTAC Applications are in, Resumes and Letters of Application are being written, and the last of the revision, work and study is being undertaken. As stated often this year, your ATAR is not the measure of you, so do your best and take a deep breath. We look forward to sharing your news about the next steps on your journey.

Year 11—I had the pleasure this year of meeting with most year 11 students in small groups based on similar pathways. A number of strategies were given including researching choices, VTAC, resumes, job hunting techniques, defence requirements, which in turn were consolidated by the students’ visit to the Age VCE and Careers Expo in May. Students were able to focus their Expo visit at their current preferred pathway and speak directly with institutions, employers and organisations that could help them. I look forward to working one on one with these students in 2015 as they continue to plan and implement the next part of their future.

Year 10—Year 10 students were able to use Lardner Park Expo, work experience and classed based activities to find out about their pathway options. Subject information evenings and course counselling ensured our Year 10s can keep their options open as they continue to explore their preferred future.

Year 9—Class based exploration of ‘Who Am I’, ‘Where Am I Going’, ‘What Would I like For My Future’ took place as students were able to use this to inform elective choices for 2015. This work follows students to the senior school so that we can ensure the journey of pathways planning is holistic.

Year 8—through humanities, students participated in ‘The Real Game’ - learning all about the links between careers, education and life choices.

Year 7—Through Learning to Learn, students start to gain an understanding of who they are and the link between their interests and potential careers pathways in the future.

Jodie Matthews
As usual, 2014 has proven to be a massive and very productive year in Work Experience and Work Placement.

Structured Work Placement is where a student’s ‘work experience’ is directly related to their course of study and is assessing general and specific skills. At KSC, our VCAL students with the help of staff, organise either 1 or 2 day Work Placement with local employers each week of the school year. The VCAL students found this to be a very rewarding and even well paid alternative to the daily routine of school with many students gaining either part time of full time employment through their placement.

Work Experience is where students use the time to learn more about work skills and/or a particular profession. At KSC this is all year 10 students. The 2 weeks took place in early Term 3 and late in Term 4. As usual the Korumburra Secondary College student’s shone, with employers effusive in their praise of our students’ work ethic and initiative. Various occupations were tried, including Advertising, the Salvo’s, the Trades, Health and other varied occupations. Special thanks to Ms. Matthews who helped the students through the gruelling OH&S process and also in their hunt for occupations to try.

Also to Ms. Knox who “ramrodded” the very successful “Try a Trade” initiative.

So future Year 10’s, get cracking for 2015!!!!

Mr. Graham Wightman
2014 has been an exciting year in the library, as we are in the process of giving the reading area a revamp with some very colourful furniture and walls. Every Tuesday and Thursday morning the smell of warm toast, hot chocolate and coffee wafts out of the library as students come in to participate in Breakfast Club. This has been a great use of the library space and has encouraged many students, who wouldn’t otherwise come into the library to visit.

The year 7’s have proven to be avid readers this year, and devour any new books that come into the library. They also provide great suggestions as to what should be purchased.

Some popular examples of this have been the ‘Dork Diaries’ series by Rachel Renee Russell as well as the tear jerker ‘The Fault In Our Stars’ by John Green.

The reading trend this year, for students, is anything that has been turned into a movie or is about to become a movie. Based on this, other popular books have been the Divergent series by Veronica Roth, and the Maze Runner series by James Dashner.

Another area of fiction that is expanding is Manga, with one of the most popular series being ‘Attack on Titans.’

As well as reading, the library this year has introduced board games during lunchtimes which has proven to be very popular with students from year 7 to the occasional year 12’s who come in for a chill out session.

As always the library team, Mrs Stiff, Ms Fleming and I would like to wish you a great holiday season and we can’t wait to see you in 2015.

Happy Reading!

Sharon Merrett
During 2014 the Unit 3 and 4 Outdoor and Environmental Studies class was made up of Year 11 and Year 12 students. The class was lucky enough to undertake two major camps and several excursions this year. Their first camp was to Wilson’s Promontory and Bear Gully for an exploratory experience of the Bunurong Coastline. Students braved the elements under tarps and cooked by camp fire at Bear Gully and then experienced the luxury of tents and Trangias at Wilsons Promontory. The second camp was to Mount Baw Baw for a Ski camp where students practised cross country skiing for the first day. The following day students were very lucky to have a large dump of snow for their day of downhill skiing, the conditions were magical. Students finished the year with a tour of the Wonthaggi Desalination Plant and presentation by Landcare at a local property.

Brogan Campbell
On Monday the 28th the year 10 Outdoor Ed VCE class headed down to Wilson’s Prom for a three day camp. On the first day we hiked for about 10km to Sealers Cove, we arrived at our camp site at about 4:00pm, then had to set up our tents and by then it was time to cook dinner. During the first day a bunch of people had fallen over—Bec Norris even managed to tumble forward while trying to strap on her backpack! All of the girls got a laugh out of that.

The next day we started walking at about 9:00am towards Little Waterloo Bay. By then everyone’s shoulders, hips and legs were starting to bruise; we were all in pain! We stopped at Refuge Cove for about half an hour so we could have a rest and have lunch, and then we were ready to complete our second day! Just as we arrived at our camp site it started raining heavily so we had to quickly set up our tents and make dinner. Luckily there was another group camping there who bought a tarp to cook their dinner under and were nice enough to let us share. (Thanks Boys).

After a long wait, the day most of us were waiting for had finally arrived! We were all so worn out but you could tell everyone was so excited to head off home. We left the camp site at 8:00am and arrived at Telegraph Saddle Carpark at lunch time. When we got back to KSC at 2:00pm, we had to clean all the trangias and hang up the tents to dry out.

So to summarise the whole camp up I would say all of the girls enjoyed themselves quite a bit. We always had something to laugh about, and I think nearly everyone had fallen over by the end of the camp so that definitely kept us all smiling. I’m certain everyone was happy to be able to sleep in their own bed, shower and use a normal toilet!

Emma Reeves
2014 saw the continuation of a great Year 9 tradition, the CFA/Advance “Youth Crew”. 25 Students chose to take on this year long elective and all students gained their Participation Certificate on completion of the course.

After getting “toggled up” in the yellow overalls, helmet and gloves, the year began with the crew and Mr. Ben Stein establishing team rules and values, the “don’t break the egg” competition being an early highlight. The first official excursion was a visit to the Korumburra Fire Station, where CFA life member Bill Rodda took the crew through the station and the 3 fire trucks the station owns. In term 2, it was time for the CFA/Advance crew to challenge themselves with Korumburra CFA “Big” Kev McPerson driving the crew over to Phillip Island Adventure Park. Here the students participated in valuable team building and fun activities such as the Giant Swing and Flying Fox. A great day had by all.

Throughout the year, the CFA/Advance crew undertook a number of Community Service activities around the College. ‘Grounds Keeper Willie’ Mike Suckling, assisted the team in keeping the College “Ship Shape”, with a number of bonfires, assisted with marshmallows a highlight. One very successful Community Service activity occurred towards the end of Term 3, with the Advance Team, headed to the farm of Mr Geoff & Mrs Linda Jennings. With the wonderful support of “Landcare”, over 1000 saplings were planted. Global De-Warming if ever I have seen..

At the beginning of Term 4 Mr. Ben Stein returned to Drouin Secondary College. This meant ol’ Wighty had to “come off the bench” for the remainder of Term 4.

Term 4 saw the year culminate in the Annual CFA/Advance camp. This began with 2 days at the superb Summit Camp in West Trafalgar. Various fun and team building activities tested the crew, including Abseiling, Rock Wall climbing, Laser Skirmishing, Flying Fox and Monster Challenge. A wonderful time had by all. After a night of 10 Pin Bowling and Wightman’s famous Night Walk, Friday saw the Crew, once again driven by “Big” Kev, head to the West Sale Training Ground, where the highlight was the “5 Man Fog Attack”.

Special thanks to Karen Sorrell who helped Mr. Stein & Mr Wightman throughout the year and to Kev and Karen who attended the Camp. Special thanks to the 25 students who were a pleasure to work with throughout the year.

Also special thanks to Bill Rodda and Jodie Butler who supported the program throughout the year.

Graham Wightman
Peer Support aims to build the confidence of the Year 7 students and the leadership capabilities of the Year 10 Peer Support Leaders. Being a new student and having a new beginning is daunting enough, so the idea was that the Year 7 students would have an older person that they could feel comfortable to come up to if a problem arose. This is what the Peer Support Leaders had to do - teach the Year 7’s different life skills that would help them through Secondary School and beyond.

The Year 10 students facilitated a series of games and activities that helped the Year 7 students develop their thinking, communication and teamwork skills. It also helped them learn how to solve problems together. This was hard for the Year 7 students to start with, but as the sessions went on it go easier as new friendships were made.

Peer Support Leaders went through two days of training so that we could teach the Year 7’s these skills. We also learnt what it takes to be a good leader. The areas that we went through were teamwork, bullying, goal setting, respect (our school motto), communication, trust and assertiveness. Before training, I was unfamiliar with what some of these were. For some of the Year 10’s, this may have been a challenge, but for me was an enjoyable thing to do, learning new skills and games that would help other people. Being a Peer Support Leader has built my confidence and ability to take charge in different situations.

Skye Twite
2014 saw the formation of the inaugural Media Club at the school. Kristen Muir, Jayde Clark, Lachie Snooks, Cassie Moodie, Emma Reeves, Rebecca Norris, Sara Flemming and Belle Mann are the official Press Club of Korumburra Secondary College. Photos, carnivals, school assemblies and in-depth articles were the fantastic results this year.

A highlight was definitely working with Stuart Biggins from the ‘Star’ and seeing ourselves in print. Learning about photos, the art of a Journalism Career and the connection between the ‘Star’ and the school meant we could use these skills in reporting on the school.

Thank you for all the students’ hard work and we look forward to a better and bigger Media Club in 2015.

How amazing are the students of Korumburra Secondary College. This is by no means a complete list but we always like to congratulate outstanding achievements by our students:

Jacqui Snooks—Pierre De Coubertin Award
Caroline Crawford—Lions Youth of the Year
Joel Findlay—Legacy Junior Public Speaking Competition
Marty Snooks—Australian Boxing Champion
Maddie Dixon—Published Author Oz in Print Magazine
Jack Gilchrist and Rebecca Moon—Students endorsed by the school for Kwong Lee Dow
Mungo Trumble—Scholarship recipient to explore sound and theatre performance further
Roy Trumble—Under 19s Victorian Underwater Hockey Team
Olivia Methven—competing in Singapore for Soccer
Josh McNabb—Bronze Duke of Edinburgh
Kevin Farley—3 months in America Summercamp
Everyone else who ‘strived for excellence’ this year!
The Integration Team at Korumburra Secondary College works very hard to assist students, not only those with disabilities but also those who would just like a bit of help with their classroom tasks. We work closely with teachers and endeavour to make students feel united as part of the academic and social structure in the classroom and the school community as a whole. We encourage success through ownership of work, good communication, independence and learning to mix with others.

This year VCAL 1 students have taken part in TAFE Hospitality or Landscape/Gardening Certificate 2 courses. Through the year they have enjoyed many associated activities as well as gaining much academic knowledge. Other students new to the college have gained confidence in their learning and made new friends at secondary level.

This year we say good-bye to two Year 12 VCAL students who have been part of KSC since year 7. They have worked hard to achieve many goals along their pathway toward employment. Though it’s been a long haul for these boys, they have matured and now have many positive attributes which will hold them in good stead as they go into the world as young men. We wish them every success in all their future jobs and adventures life brings their way.

Karen Yarrow

Andrew Ryan

Brae Byne

**LINK**

**Literacy Intervention & Numeracy Support**

LINK stands for Literacy Intervention and Numeracy Knowledge. Being in the LINK program helps you catch up on activities if you get behind. It helps you with your spelling and you learn how to set out your writing and your maths. You learn new things about numbers and words, and it gives you confidence in your learning. It does work and we’d recommend it!

Nathan Davey, Nic Shutlar and Leyton Whyte
The Gnurad-Gundidj School for Student Leadership is a 9 week residential school for Year 9s, located 45 minutes out of Warrnambool. This year we sent 5 students, 3 girls and 2 boys Mia Nestoriewsky, Nellie Noye, Skyla Dostovaloff, Nash Jennings and Fraser Boys. We all had to write an application and sit through an interview.

We left for Gnurad on the 27th of April and returned home on the 28th of June. At first, we all felt extremely nervous, but after our nerves settled down we never wanted to leave.

Over the 9 weeks we didn’t participate in any formal classes like we would here at school, instead we had classes like: Peer skills, Conflict resolution, Passport, Beliefs and Values, Photography and many more exciting things. We also went Surfing, Canoeing, Hiking, Camping and Bike riding.

The only way we could keep in contact with our friends and family was over email. At times this was challenging as we were missing home, but it was part of our development and we learned how to live not relying on our parents.

One of our major projects while we were up there was our CLP. (Community Learning Project) We had to come up with a project which would benefit our community. We decided we wanted to create a workshop day for all Year 9 students on risk taking. We had weekly meeting before and after Gnurad to make our workshop possible. We named our CLP “Seeing The Risks”. We wanted to help Year 9 students identify the difference between a safe risk and an unsafe risk. We held our CLP on the 12th of November. Our 2 school nurses Anna and Linden spoke and we also had a local police officer come in and speak. We all felt as though the day was a success and are proud of what we achieved.

We wouldn’t have achieved as much as we did without the help we received from Ms Mathews. Thank you!

Nellie Noye
2014 saw the start of our school being involved in the Learn Global Learn Local initiatives with a sister school partnership in China, and a range of culture building activities across the school.

Term 2 saw students engaging with trivia questions including the National Anthem being played, questions that needed to be scanned to decipher, and ‘guess the Chinese word’. A core group of students engaged immediately and we knew we were onto something big.

Term 3 saw Ms Lloyd take a leading role in organising and facilitating a range of activities including chess, table tennis, pingpong, calligraphy, dragon, karaoke, movies.

In Term 4, Abigail Graham and Stacie Witton were fortunate to have the opportunity to visit China, focusing on Beijing, Nanjing, Changshu and Shanghai. The two week journey resulted in further professional knowledge and understanding of China’s education system, and establishing links with our sister school - Changshu Foreign Language School. Abigail and Stacie also had opportunities to network with Gippsland and China colleagues and learn about China’s rich cultural heritage.

As a result of the trip KSC has started a pen pal and a range of collaborative learning projects with our sister school.

The years highlight had to be the Cultural Day on the 14th November where the Chinese Foreign Language School Teachers came down from Melbourne and worked with our students in Years 7 and 8.

2015 sees the possibility of some of our student ambassadors travelling to China and our Year 7 and 8 students engaging with a number of language activities.

Stacie Witton, Susan Lloyd and Jodie Matthews
Students at Korumburra Secondary College have welcomed the return of The Breakfast Club, an initiative designed to give the students access to healthy and sustainable breakfasts. For two mornings a week students and staff were welcomed into the library to enjoy toast, cereal, juice, fruit and hot drinks.

The numbers attending grew markedly over the winter months as the cold weather started to bite. It was also great to see so many people enjoying the convivial environment. A pancake breakfast on the last Thursday of Term 3 was a winner and it was appreciated that many teachers came early to school to cook platters of pancakes which were rapidly demolished.

The programme was supported by Korumburra bakery, Burra Hot Bread which provided all the bread. The Baptist Church of Korumburra, Access Ministries and Kardella CWA have also provided the funding needed to keep the programme operating. The school community is very appreciative of their support.

Sue McGrath
Lions Youth of the Year

On Monday 25th August 2014 the first round of the Lions Youth of the Year public speaking competition was held in the Performing Arts Centre, Korumburra Secondary College, in front of a small, though very appreciative crowd of Lions members, family and friends. This year’s competitors were Year 11 students, Caroline Crawford, Joshua McNabb, Stewart McKenzie, Vivienne Carfrae and Year 10 student, Skye Twite. Each student was earlier interviewed by a panel of 3 judges. They then each gave a prepared speech on a topic of their choice and also presented their thoughts on 2 short impromptu topics. The students are to be commended on their presentation and efforts on the night, giving fascinating insights into the topics: Whether Australia should become a republic, Sexism in Politics, Lawn Bowls, Australia’s involvement in the war in Iraq and The Duke of Edinburgh award. The judges determined it was a very difficult choice, but were pleased to give both the public speaking award and Korumburra Lion’s Youth of the Year title to Caroline Crawford. Caroline will now advance to the next level of competition. All 5 students should be commended for their efforts.

Tournament of the Minds

Last week I competed in the Tournament Of The Minds competition with six other people: Joel Finlay, Mia Nestorwisky, Hannah Darts, Keely Harper, Aidan Johnson and Nellie Noye. Our subject that we competed in was Applied Technology and our job was to create a wearable device that would benefit the community. We also had to include a play and an infomercial within our 10min presentation time. The wearable device that we made was a pair of police glasses that had xray, heat and night vision, 24/7 videotaping and a data bank of all the criminals in the world.

We created this project over a period of six weeks and it was a lot of fun. We competed at Federation University at Churchill. We also had to complete a spontaneous challenge based around the discovery of a special item. Although we didn’t win, it was a great experience to be involved in and I would recommend it for anyone interested in it next year.

Eric Zubcic
On the last day of term 3, our 2014 Year 12 students hosted the annual year 12 Fete.

The fete of 2014 was organised by VCAL students as part of their outcomes for Personal Development, English, Maths and Work Related Skills. Sharna Hurst and Jaria Bernaldo started a committee of year 12 students who had a month to plan the fete from scratch. There was a budget of $480 to start with and managing the budget was tough at times.

On the day, stalls that were popular were milkshakes, show bags, fairy floss, cake stall and face painting. Some new additions to the fete this year were dance central, top gear beat the Stig, pillow fighting and half court throw.

It was really great to see all the Year 6 transition students contributing to the day and getting a milkshake and having their hair sprayed a crazy colour. Even the teachers were having fun on the day.

The fete was definitely a colourful day, with bright fluoro dress ups and streamer decorations. The day was well organised with all Year 12’s contributing to small tasks that needed to be done as well as setting up and packing up of all the tables and equipment we used.

As usual every year, the day ended with the Students vs. Teacher mat ball match, played at fast pace! Umpire Cassie Burdett (Birdy), red carded two of the teachers, who shall remain nameless! The Year 12 team was quite large compared to the teachers’ team and as the game progressed the students eventually came out with a victory.

Well done and congratulations to all VCAL, VCE and Coordinators for organising a fun filled, bright and colourful day.

Jaria Bernaldo and Sharna Hurst
If you were lucky enough to attend this year’s annual KSC school performance, you will agree that it was one of the liveliest, most diverse, entertaining and inspiring evening showcases we have had in many years.

Admirably hosted and MCed by our wonderful school captains Jacqui Snooks and Brock Dorling, and brilliantly produced and directed by Ms Larissa Wilson, the night went off without a hitch and demonstrated to the audience how much talent and enthusiasm our students have.

Dance, drama in two parts, singer-songwriters, rock and roll, memorable covers and outstanding solo performances were all included in this year’s line-up. Of particular mention however, was the Year 12 class of 2014’s ‘musical-mash-up’ of their past 6 years at KSC – with the dramatic ‘Mabo-train-track’ dance finale capping off this creative and moving tribute to their education, and the great times they have spent at the college as a group since Year 7. Well done Year 12’s!

And, just when we thought the talent was at its peak, out came a brave and dedicated group of teachers (Ms Campbell, Ms Burdette, Mrs Jennings, Ms Lloyd, Mr Wilson and the indisputable talents of Mr Brew)….to give the audience a rendition of ‘Evo – The Evolutions of Dance of History’. What a treat it was to watch these guys interpret the moves of the 60’s through to today in a way only teachers can!! Well done.

A super-big thankyou to Larissa Wilson for her supreme organisation of this event – we all benefit from your energy and enthusiasm. And to Brock and Jacqui for giving their valuable time in Year 12 to make it a night to remember for all.

Melissa Neill
With bags packed, a new uniform and a new year it was a huge warm welcome to our Year 7 students in January, 2014. Within the first few weeks, the enthusiasm and energy was radiating from our newest recruits within and beyond the classroom. Many got involved in the swimming sports and athletic sports either competing in events, participating in the novelty relays or dressing up in creative and colourful costumes. Year 7 camp was a great ice breaker and a fabulous opportunity to meet new people and step outside one’s comfort zone through using the ABC principle (Aim Better Conquer!). It was laughs all round with the Red Faces and some serious competition between friends in the Trivia Night. There were some creative huts built which would give ‘The Block’ a run for their money and some serious trapeze action on the low ropes initiative course. We were in fits of giggles in the canoeing with many winding up in the water rather than in the canoe. The greatest moment was the development of new friendships that will continue to grow in the year (and years) ahead.

Terms Two and Three saw some amazing projects being completed in a variety of classes and when the opportunity arose for people to ‘learn beyond the classroom’ we were not short of a nomination or two! From using critical thinking skills to discover how to purify water in Science to using research skills to gain a greater appreciation of Human Rights (rights and responsibilities as world citizens), Year 7 students flourished as they used wonderment and awe to further their own learning. Through a collaborative experience, the group had the chance to learn from the Year 10 students about our world – and more specifically the Millennium Development Goals. This was achieved through some creative and innovative lessons designed by the Year 10’s that allowed Year 7’s to explore how we can make a difference through the little things we do.
With the Young Ambassadors program, a select group of Year 7 students - Lily Koscal, Chelsea Sullivan, Jayde Clark and Erin McLean, used their passion for learning to research and later present at a community evening at Coal Creek, the Dutch settlement in Poowong. The quality of public speaking was highly commendable with each student speaking with clarity and precision whilst giving a warm and friendly account of some of our local history.

Other amazing feats were the achievements made by Jayde Clark and Joel Findlay in the Legacy Junior Public Speaking competition. Whilst both students represented our college with great pride. Joel went on to win the initial competition, and then later the regional competition against some highly professional speakers.

With Term Four a short seven weeks (before the Year 7’s began the Headstart program as Year 8’s), it was all systems go, as each class got involved in the ‘Local Community’ learning unit. Over the course of the first four weeks, students were using their local community – Korumburra, Poowong, Nyora, Loch and the likes, as inspiration for their class work. With surveys developed around the future of these communities, research based on various historical milestones including aboriginal history and the early settlers – many Year 7 learners were inquisitive and eager to get involved. Two fun filled explorations off campus (excursions) to Coal Creek, Loch and Inverloch allowed people the opportunity to imagine, explore, and discover where we have come from, what makes our local community so special and what future possibilities are out there for us to achieve.

There have been so many special moments this year with this cohort of students, and this year was only the start of the secondary experience…..

Susan Lloyd
2014 has been a year of exciting opportunities, excellent learning and fun for all Year 8 students. Great resilience has been shown with dealing with changes and challenges, and the mature approach to subject selection in preparation for Year 9 was shown by a genuine reflection of their future potential and possibilities. There have been many highlights throughout the year in all areas of their learning and school life. Many Year 8 students performed or played a supporting role in A Night to Remember. Medieval day was a roaring success again, with many students dressing up (or down!) in suits of armour and medieval clothing. All students created engaging and interactive displays for Science by creating a Body Systems Museum. Interesting, bizarre and some grotesque displays were put on display for other students, teachers and parents to come along and learn from. Year 8 attendance at the swimming and athletics was excellent, with outstanding performances from too many student to name, with many going on to further stages. The Year 8 camp to Merricks on the Mornington Peninsula was changed to be earlier in the year and students threw themselves into a whole range of activities, with snorkeling and surfing being favourites. The Laryngectomy Society gave a presentation on the long term damage of smoking which was positively received. Above all, it has been fantastic to see a year level work towards developing such positive relationships with each other and their teachers, showing they are ready to move onto the new challenges of Year 9.

Matt Smith
This year has been filled with opportunities for the Year 9 students to learn beyond the classroom. Beginning in March with the LEAP into Science opportunity offered by Federation University in Churchill, students became scientists for the day undertaking a range of activities in various science laboratories. These activities increased the awareness of what careers were available in the science field.

June saw a trip to the Jewish Holocaust Museum in Elsternwick. This was a very informative and emotional day for many of the Year 9 students who had the opportunity to hear real stories told by real survivors of the Holocaust. The statistics of the World Wars were certainly put into perspective.

Two of our annual incursions took place in July – the Laryngectomy Presentation which advises students of the potential consequences of smoking, and the confidence building musical rapping performance by Regime. Regime are always a crowd pleaser and many students went again to see them at their local Leongatha performance. Additionally, a one man comedic and drama performer came to entertain students with the ‘It’s a Mad World’ performance, building awareness of adolescent issues.

During August, a trip to the Victorian Art Gallery Masters exhibition was organised. Students were given entry to the Masters Exhibition, lunch and a Master’s class in the gallery. This was an amazing opportunity provided to our students. On the way back from the city, students were given the chance to burn off some energy at the ‘Bounce’ indoor trampoline venue.
In addition to all of this, students have embraced opportunities within the core subjects of English, Maths, Science, Geography, History, Health & PE and Art. Elective Subjects such as Woodwork, Metalwork, CFA Advance, Outdoor Education, Visual Communications, Extension Science, Multicultural Foods and Drama have also provided them with practical challenges. The Year 9 Drama performance was a huge crowd hit during A Night to Remember, while a number of creative Wood and Metal designs have been seen heading home to parents. The Extension Science group has looked at the psychic abilities of friends, family and fellow schoolmates, divining water, the physical composition of ghosts and conducted a study of Mentos and Coca-Cola. Outdoor Education has seen students going off to attend bushwalks and surfing activities, while the CFA Advance students have completed a number of safety programs, cleaned up the environment and planted trees in the local community.

Students have now completed their course counselling sessions and are keen to move towards the challenge of Year 10.

Rebecca Anthony
2014 has been a very busy and productive year for Year 10’s students, with many students taking up the myriad of opportunities offered to them which was fabulous to see. Emma Reeves and Roy Trumble successfully represented the year level on the SRC, working hard to raise money for local and global causes. Jack Gilchrist and Bec Moon were nominated for the Kwong Lee Dow Young Scholars Program—a great recognition of their individual academic achievement. Collectively, the Year 10’s are to be praised for the high number of classroom excellence awards which were presented to the students by the Principal. Forty-seven of our Year 10 students took on the additional challenge of studying one or more VCE subjects.

Emma Reeves and Liam O’Brien were chosen to attend the “Rypen” Rotary Leadership Development Camp. All Year 10’s attended the Lardner Park Career Expo and gained not only a bag of free pens and lollies from sponsors and presenting stalls, but a wealth of exciting information on the possible futures and careers paths that lie ahead of them. Students individually took the plunge into the work force throughout their two work experience placements with a few fortunate students receiving the ultimate compliments for their efforts—the offer of employment and apprenticeships. This is certainly a great outcome!

Throughout the year, many student obtained their learner’s permit and attended the complementary “Keys Please” presentation in the PAC, which aimed to increase road safety for new drivers. The boys took part in the “Real Men” program with Linden Stokes which explored the topic of the contemporary male in the modern society and their roles, values, attitudes and behaviours.
In Outdoor Education, students took on the challenges of bushwalking around the magnificent east coast of Wilson's Promontory visiting the picturesque Seal-er’s Cove and Little Waterloo Bay before tackling the steep slopes of Mt Ober- on. In the second semester they gallantly paddled their way down the thermal heated Nowa Nowa river at Lake Tyer’s State Park and finished walking back amongst the wallabies.

On the sporting front, Year 10 had great success with cross country running and athletics. Many students experience sporting accolades outside of the school to name but a few Marty Snooks and Poaki Ahokava had great success in the boxing arena, and Jacinta Tipping was selected for representative Net- ball. Hayden Anthony competed at the National Side Car Championships and Jade Falcone in Equestrian.

Overall, this year has been an active and energetic year and I hope that the students maintain the same approach as they enter VCE. Good luck to all on your future endeavours!

Tracey Miles
2014 has certainly been a busy year for Year 11 students. Many took on the challenge of undertaking VCE, whilst 22 students chose a more hands on and practical pathway of VCAL. Some Year 11 students also took on a Year 12 subject, with a handful taking on two Year 12 subjects. A number of students also undertook VET courses, whereby they attended a TAFE or similar to undertake a course.

Throughout the year, we had some amazing academic and sporting achievements. Viv Carfrae, Caroline Crawford, Josh McNabb and Stewart Mackenzie participated in the Lions Youth of the Year, speaking on a variety of interesting topics. Caroline Crawford was chosen as 2014 Youth of the Year. Josh McNabb achieved his Duke of Edinburgh Bronze Award, after completing many activities.

On the sporting field many students succeeded in a number of sports, such as netball and football, athletics, cross country running and soccer. To name a few students would be unfair, but well done to all who participated, at the interschool, regional and state levels.

All Year 11 students went to Caulfield racecourse to attend the biggest Careers Expo in Australia. This gave students the opportunity to discover the wide range of courses offered at TAFE and universities, as well as meeting representatives from various industries. Some students found the make-up stand, and came back with some very authentic looking bruises and cuts. Students also got a very brief taste of university life by stopping on the way back for lunch at Monash University, with some students catching up with past KSC students.
VCAL students undertook some special projects to help meet their outcomes. The highlight for many students was attending Carinya Lodge where they interacted with some senior citizens of the area. VCAL students interviewed some of the residents on values and morals of life. The students designed and implemented a series of activities with residents. The senior citizens looked forward to each week and enjoyed the program designed by the students.

Anatina Weber was an exchange student from Switzerland who studied with us for 12 months, and left in June of this year. During this time Anatina formed many friendships with KSC students and students from the region. There was not a dry eye in the room when we farewelled Anatina.

Towards the end of Term 2, Year 11 teachers provided the Year 11 students with a morning tea. This was to acknowledge their great work during Semester One, although some thought we may poison them and were a little suspicious! Once the scepticism subsided, students and teachers enjoyed engaging conversation without being in a class room setting.

Congratulations to students, parents and teachers of Year 11 students on making it through 2014!

Joanne Taylor
The final year of secondary school has been compared to a marathon, not a sprint, where the advice is to take it slow, set a steady pace and ensure that the runners will make it to the finish line in good condition.

That being said, the Year 12 Group of 2014 can’t be said to have been overly laid back in their attack on their Year 12 experience. Of course there were times when we, their teachers, would have wished to have seen just a ‘smidge’ more application here and there, With such a busy year both academically and socially, as many of the cohort turned 18 during the course of the year, sometimes the pace just slackened off just that little bit. So much to do and so little time to do it!

As part of their responsibilities, the Year 12’s took a very active role in the whole school sports days. It was wonderful to see how the Year 12’s embraced these ‘last time’ events by their enthusiastic participation and organization of the other students.

Our Year 12 Camp for 2014 took place at the end of Term 2. The VCE cohort spent this time visiting a variety of third level institutions and became reinvigorated to become more focused on their studies in order to ease the progression from school into the next phase of their lives. The VCAL students who attended this camp explored social diversity in the community as part of their personal development and literacy programmes. Also during the course of 2014, the Year 12 VCAL group formed a partnership with the local farmers’ market and established several businesses, and set up and ran successful stalls at these markets.

This year saw several changes to our normal way of running a few of our Year 12 events; Sharna Hurst and Jaria Bernaldo took on the responsibility of coordinating and running a very successful Year 12 Fete at the end of Term 3 and Julia Boys and a team of year 12 students worked together on revamping their Valedictory evening. Sam Farbus and Stephanie Wylie took up the challenge of being our inaugural Sports Captains, by overseeing the myriad of sporting events that take place at Korumburra Secondary College.
Term 4 is short, but the Year 12’s managed to complete their final school work and organise a fun filled final day of school. It is always an eye opener for us to see the alter egos that appear under cover of the camouflage of fancy dress.

For the VCE students, the next big event was the exams and for the VCALs the world of work awaits.

I commend everyone in Year 12 for the terrific efforts they have put in to ensure they have achieved their very best and to thank the students for their maturity, leadership, contribution to the College Community and for the care and support they showed to each other.

In particular, I would like to mention our School Captains, Jacqueline Snooks and Brock Dorling who, ably assisted by the Vice Captains Julia Boys and Jacob Zwierson, never failed to do what was required of them with great willingness and positivity.

We wish each and every one of the Year 12 class of 2014 success and joy in what the future holds for them.

Orla McCarthy
House Swimming Sports

On the 13th of February the annual House Swimming sports was held. It was a fantastic day as the student support and participation at the carnival was the largest for many years. New to this year’s swimming sports was Mungo Trumble being a DJ throughout the day and Phillip Moon and Rebecca Gillin dancing up a storm to encourage everyone to join in. Many students dressed up in their house colours and came up with fantastic ideas for costumes. This allowed the best dressed competition to run with each house having to walk and strike a pose to music. Although the other houses tried hard with their costumes, McMillan had the most creative and won the competition. Two records were broken for the day by Eric Zubcic in the U/13 50m Breaststroke and the U/15 McMillan relay side. Thanks to all the house captains and staff for their help and support on the day.

Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House Results</th>
<th>Overall Winner</th>
<th>Girls House Shield</th>
<th>Boys House Shield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>McDonald</td>
<td>1st McDonald</td>
<td>1st McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>McMillan</td>
<td>2nd McMillan</td>
<td>2nd McMillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>Whitelaw</td>
<td>3rd Whitelaw</td>
<td>3rd Whitelaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th</td>
<td>Strzelecki</td>
<td>4th Strzelecki</td>
<td>4th Strzelecki</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interschool Swimming Sports

On the 25th of February the interschool swimming carnival was held. For the first time in a few years it was perfect weather with no rain. Although we did not win many events all students participated to their best ability in their own age groups as well as filling gaps in other age groups too. Well done Harry McLean for winning the U/16 individual champion. KSC finished 5th overall in the Girls Shield, 4th in the Boys Shield and 5th overall for the day. Thanks to Peter McLean and Karen Sorrell for your help on the day.

Athletics Carnival

On Tuesday 1st April all the students and staff battled the heat, sporting their House colours for the Athletics Day. It was a great day enjoyed by everyone. Everybody tried hard with the events but it was McDonald that took all the glory at the end of the day. The traditional events went all day, and in the breaks the ever popular novelty events were held. To add to the mix we had DJ Rumble spinning some hits for everyone’s enjoyment. A door prize was held and the SRC put on colour hair spray, BBQ and drinks. Thanks to all of the parents, friends and students that helped out with the sports.

The results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys Shield</th>
<th>Girls Shield</th>
<th>Overall Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st McDonald</td>
<td>1st McDonald</td>
<td>1st McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Strzelecki</td>
<td>2nd Whitelaw</td>
<td>2nd Strzelecki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd McMillan</td>
<td>3rd Strzelecki</td>
<td>3rd Whitelaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Whitelaw</td>
<td>4th McMillan</td>
<td>4th McMillan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interschool Athletics

Results:

Jeremy Brammer – 17yr Age Group Champion
Seanan Trewin – 13yr Runner-up Age Group Champion
Grace McLean – 14yr Runner-up Age Group Champion
Hayden Smith – 16yr Runner-up Age Group Champion
Brock Dorling – 20yr Runner-up Age Group Champion

Gippsland Athletics

On Thursday 18th September 16 students competed in the Gippsland Athletics. Although the weather was not the best, with bouts of wind and rain, they still managed to get all of the events finished.

Seanan Trewin—1st in 12—13 Girls 1500m and 3rd in 800m
Alana Hanegraaf—3rd in 15 Girls 1500m
Harry McLean—1st in 16 Boys 1500m
Rhiannon Haines—2nd in 17 Girls Javelin, 100m sprint, 200m sprint
Hayden Smith—2nd in 16 Boys Triple Jump
Jeremy Brammar—1st in 17 Boys Triple Jump, 2nd in Long Jump, Hurdles and 3rd in 800m
Caroline Crawford—1st in 17 Girls Hurdles
Luke Zwiersen—3rd in 16 Boys Shot Put and Javelin
Chloe Rodda—1st in 17 Girls Shot Put
1st in 17 Girls Relay Team which consisted of Chloe Rodda, Rhiannon Haines, Caroline Crawford and Ellie O’Loughlin.
KSC Cross Country
Congratulations all students who participated in the annual KSC Cross Country on Monday 12th and Wednesday 14th May! "That's the best course I've ever run!" and "We need to start a walking group to use that course!" were some of the reflections from the event. A special shout out and thank you goes to three key people, as without them, this event wouldn't run. Mr Suckling – for hours of mowing, clearing and setting up the course with creek crossings and all! Mr McLean – for mapping out and designing the course and ensuring it is the correct distance. Mrs. Sorrell – for organising the staff, students and equipment plus everything else in between! From recorders, to marshals, to supervisors —thank you!! Well done to the following age group champions:

U21 Jacquie Snooks and Cjae Hansen
U17 Gemma Dixon and Jeremy Brammer
U16 Ellie O'Loughlin and Harry McLean
U15 Alana Hanegraaf and Jye Celebrine
U14 Grace McLean and Bradley Monson
U13 – with two new KSC records – Seanan Trewin time of 13:19mins and Tyson Hanegraaf time of 11:57mins!

Interschool Cross Country
Leading up to the South Gippsland Cross Country at Foster, it was great to see so many students getting involved in the training sessions that were offered and not only supporting their team, but taking their fitness and preparation for this event seriously. On Friday 30 May, Mrs Sorrell, Mr McLean and myself took 10 teams and a total of 56 students to Foster to compete. It was a stunning day with the sun shining and a bus full of competitors ready to represent our school. Congratulations to all participants on your outstanding efforts.

Overall, Korumburra came second out of 5 schools, which is a fantastic effort! Well done!

Gippsland Cross Country
Gippsland Cross Country at Lardner Park on Thursday 19 June was the most incredible display of strength, determination and passion I have seen as a Sport Coordinator to date. Congratulations to every one of the 28 competitors Mrs Sorrell and I took on the day. You gave it everything you've got and behaved beautifully on the day, representing your school with pride, and for that we are extremely proud. Sixteen students have made it through to State Cross Country in Bundoora on Thursday 17th July which is an outstanding effort. Well done to: Seanan Trewin:1st, Alana Hanegraaf:3rd, Olivia Methven:10th, Ellie O'Loughlin:11th, 17-21 Girls Team: Jacqui Snooks:2nd, Georgia Chiavaroli:6th, Gemma Dixon:10th and Mairead Donohue:13th, Tyson Hanegraaf:1st, Jye Celebrine:6th, 16 Boys Team: Marty Snooks:2nd, Cameron Trewin:4th, Harry McLean:6th, Hugh Suckling:8th and Hayden Smith:15th.

State Cross Country
With an extreme weather alert for the day, the prospect of running in fine weather was a distant thought for those students heading to the Schools State Cross Country competition at Bundoora Park. A total of 16 students from KSC had qualified for the competition after their performances at Regional level, which was held at Lardner Park.

The 16 years boys and 17-20 years girls had also managed to qualify for the Teams event after winning at Regional level.
A fine effort was given by all students on a rather chilly day and a track that was quite muddy in the end. They supported each other throughout the day with cheering and encouragement and warm clothes at the end of their races.
This year the students competed in tennis, volleyball, basketball, football, table tennis and netball. Our Senior Girls Basketball and Intermediate Girls Table Tennis teams made it to the State Finals this year. It was a great effort by the girls to make it this far in these sports.

The Intermediate Girls Netball team competed in the Gippsland finals where they came 2nd overall, having some great wins on the day.

All students that competed in these sports - we congratulate them on their participation and the sportsmanship they displayed.
Name: Rhys Arestia  
Nickname: Wog  
Desired Occupation: Botanist  
Likely Outcome: Business Manager  
What I’ll miss about school: Cheese and Bacon Rolls

Name: Olivia Austin  
Nickname: Liv  
Desired Occupation: Rich  
Likely Outcome: Stay at home daughter  
What I’ll miss about school: Private study

Name: Stacey Austin  
Nickname: Stakka or Cat  
Desired Occupation: Youth Worker/Teacher  
Likely Outcome: Home business  
What I’ll miss about school: Social interaction, support and laughs

Name: Jasmine Batrouney  
Nickname: Jassy, Madam Lash  
Desired Occupation: Journalist  
Likely Outcome: Motivational speaker on atheism  
What I’ll miss about school: Chief gang, cheese and bacon rolls

Name: Julia Boys  
Nickname: Julz  
Desired Occupation: something ‘Englishy’ social science  
Likely Outcome: Unemployed Arts Grad  
What I’ll miss about school: MsNeill and Mr Heys sense of humour

Name: Grace Bunn  
Nickname: Gracie  
Desired Occupation: Primary Art Teacher  
Likely Outcome: Turtle dove sculptor  
What I’ll miss about school: Art equipment

Name: Jasmin Cashin  
Nickname: Jas  
Desired Occupation: Linguist  
Likely Outcome: Paramedic  
What I’ll miss about school: Rule #1 of Mr Brews theartrics

Name: Jorgia Clancy  
Nickname: Jorge  
Desired Occupation: Nurse/Paramedic  
Likely Outcome: Nurse  
What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill’s blunt jokes and wisdom

Name: Tabitha Dinham-Wiltshire  
Nickname: Tab  
Desired Occupation: film director  
Likely Outcome: housewife  
What I’ll miss about school: disappointing teachers with overdue work

Name: Brock Dorling  
Nickname: Brockie D  
Desired Occupation: Personal Trainer  
Likely Outcome: Builder  
What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill’s humour

Name: Sam Farbus  
Nickname: Farbo  
Desired Occupation: Civil Engineer  
Likely Outcome: Draftsperson  
What I’ll miss about school: structure of school and friends

Name: Gabrielle Felton  
Nickname: Gabbie  
Desired Occupation: Midwife  
Likely Outcome: Midwife  
What I’ll miss about school: friends

Name: Chelsea Kenny  

Name: Erin Sullivan  

Name: Georgia Townley  

Name: Jasmine Watson  

Year 12 2014
Name: Melissa Fowles  
Nickname: Chief Googs  
Desired Occupation: Nurse/Midwife  
Likely Outcome: working at Macca’s for the rest of my life  
What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill’s blunt jokes and Chief Gang  
What I’ll be remembered for: Bright hair seedy Monday mornings  

Name: Rebecca Gillin  
Nickname: Bill Goon, Bec  
Desired Occupation: Criminologist  
Likely Outcome: Dexter  
What I’ll miss about school: having numerous human punching bags  
What I’ll be remembered for: Crazy Dancing, honesty  

Name: Jake Hapgood  
Nickname: Happy, Happods  
Desired Occupation: Bartending  
Likely Outcome: Bartending  
What I’ll miss about school: all the friendly faces in the morning  
What I’ll be remembered for: always being happy  

Name: Ashleigh Honan  
Nickname: Ash  
Desired Occupation: Lawyer  
Likely Outcome: something in the courts  
What I’ll miss about school: friends and A Night to Remember  
What I’ll be remembered for: singing/performances  

Name: Brock Jennings  
Nickname:  
Desired Occupation: Professional Gamer  
Likely Outcome: Mechanic  
What I’ll miss about school: Giaron and Bill  
What I’ll be remembered for: Not filling in the Year book  

Name: Hannah Lazarus  
Nickname: Fire Chief  
Desired Occupation: Paramedic  
Likely Outcome: Working at Macca’s for the rest of my life  
What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill’s funny jokes  
What I’ll be remembered for: the girl that left and came back  

Name: Madeline Lumby  
Nickname: Lumdog Millionaire  
Desired Occupation: Primary Teacher  
Likely Outcome:  
What I’ll miss about school: Cooking classes and Cheese and Bacon Rolls  
What I’ll be remembered for: Her Art  

Name: Chelsea MacDonald  
Nickname: Quantum of Solace  
Desired Occupation: World famous Artist  
Likely Outcome: Waitress  
What I’ll miss about school: What I’ll be remembered for: Her Art  

Name: Meg Macri  
Nickname: Black Wolf, Meggy  
Desired Occupation: Lawyer  
Likely Outcome: Checkout chick at IGA  
What I’ll miss about school: The Wolf Pack  
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a Prude  

Name: Emily Henry  
Nickname: Em  
Desired Occupation: Journalist  
Likely Outcome: crazy cat lady  
What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill’s wisdom  
What I’ll be remembered for: ‘I am not a lesbian’  

Name: Heath Legg  
Nickname: Legg, Leg of Lamb, Heat with an H  
Desired Occupation: Game Developer  
Likely Outcome: sitting at home being useless  
What I’ll miss about school: everyone  

Name: Sharna Hurst  
Nickname: Hursty, Shan  
Desired Occupation: Vet Nurse  
Likely Outcome: Waitress  
What I’ll miss about school: Jokes and laughs in the VCAL class  
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a Cowgirl
Name: Andrew Methven  Nickname: Andy  Desired Occupation: Games Programmer  Likely Outcome: Checkout Chick  What I’ll miss about school: Most of the people  What I’ll be remembered for: Never doing any work

Name: Phillip Moon  Nickname: Bill Goon, Phil  Desired Occupation: IT Entrepreneur  Likely Outcome: Space Lawyer  What I’ll miss about school: The atmosphere  What I’ll be remembered for: Crazy Dancing, jokes

Name: Benjamin Norris  Nickname: Ben Chuck  Desired Occupation: Artist  Likely Outcome: Tradie  What I’ll miss about school: Structure and Friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Being weird

Name: Ciaran O’Dwyer  Nickname: Cod  Desired Occupation: Bondi Vet  Likely Outcome: Wildlife Sanctuary Ranger  What I’ll miss about school: Brock Jennings  What I’ll be remembered for: Having a Beard in Year 8

Name: Luke Pepprell  Nickname: Lukey  Desired Occupation: Police Officer  Likely Outcome: Mall Cop  What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill being hilariously blunt  What I’ll be remembered for: Red undies and bad writing

Name: Kaela Provan  Nickname:  Desired Occupation: Designer  Likely Outcome: something in Art  What I’ll miss about school: Being a Kid, friends, great teachers  What I’ll be remembered for: Artistry and personality

Name: Benjamin Norris  Nickname: Ben Chuck  Desired Occupation: Artist  Likely Outcome: Tradie  What I’ll miss about school: Structure and Friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Being weird

Name: Kaela Provan  Nickname:  Desired Occupation: Designer  Likely Outcome: something in Art  What I’ll miss about school: Being a Kid, friends, great teachers  What I’ll be remembered for: Artistry and personality

Name: Jacqueline Snooks  Nickname: Snooks, Boogie  Desired Occupation: PE Guru  Likely Outcome: Amazing Race Winner  What I’ll miss about school: Bec Wylie  What I’ll be remembered for: Health Freak

Name: Katelin Staben  Nickname: Phat Chief  Desired Occupation: Allied Health  Likely Outcome: Dump Truck Driver  What I’ll miss about school: Chief Gang  What I’ll be remembered for: eccentric hand gestures

Name: David Robins  Nickname: Dawwonsfe  Desired Occupation: Counsellor  Likely Outcome: Cooking for the Elderly  What I’ll miss about school: Weekend party talks  What I’ll be remembered for: Smart arse remarks

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Luke Pepprell  Nickname: Lukey  Desired Occupation: Police Officer  Likely Outcome: Mall Cop  What I’ll miss about school: Ms Neill being hilariously blunt  What I’ll be remembered for: Red undies and bad writing

Name: Kaela Provan  Nickname:  Desired Occupation: Designer  Likely Outcome: something in Art  What I’ll miss about school: Being a Kid, friends, great teachers  What I’ll be remembered for: Artistry and personality

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height

Name: Ruby Noye  Nickname: Mumma Chief, Stripper  Desired Occupation: Teacher  Likely Outcome: Car Cleaner  What I’ll miss about school: Rules, Laughing everyday  What I’ll be remembered for: Being picked for everything

Name: Josh Russell  Nickname: Rusty  Desired Occupation: Lord of the Dance  Likely Outcome: ESL Teacher  What I’ll miss about school: friends  What I’ll be remembered for: Dancing

Name: Aidon Surman  Nickname: Surmo  Desired Occupation: Graphic Designer  Likely Outcome: Hobo  What I’ll miss about school: Mr Brew’s impressions  What I’ll be remembered for: His height
Name: Jarrod Tipping
Nickname: Tippo, Tip
Desired Occupation: Car restorer
Likely Outcome: any job he can find
What I’ll miss about school: seeing friends
What I’ll be remembered for: constant talk about muscle cars, hating Fords

Name: Andrew Ryan
Nickname: Andy Ryan
Desired Occupation: Rifleman
Likely Outcome: Rifleman
What I’ll miss about school: Friendships
What I’ll be remembered for: Guy with the P’s

Name: Mungo Trumble
Nickname: Semi-Chief
Desired Occupation: Theatre Technician
Likely Outcome: Starving DJ
What I’ll miss about school: The Chief Gang
What I’ll be remembered for: Height

Name: Codie Leek
Nickname: Codez
Desired Occupation: Vet Nurse
Likely Outcome: Hospitality
What I’ll miss about school: VCAL
What I’ll be remembered for: Meercats Toughnut

Name: Rebecca Wylie
Nickname: Steph, Bec, Twin wolf
Desired Occupation: Amazing Race winner
Likely Outcome: PHD Maths
What I’ll miss about school: Jacob
What I’ll be remembered for: Being the cooler twin

Name: Stephanie Wylie
Nickname: Wolf, twin, Bec
Desired Occupation: Nursing
Likely Outcome: Trophy wife
What I’ll miss about school: Friends and Mr Brew’s English
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a twin—original

Name: Luke Zwiersen
Nickname: Zwierzo, Master Chief
Desired Occupation: Scientist
Likely Outcome: Leader of the Chief Gang
What I’ll miss about school: Bec Wylie
What I’ll be remembered for: Having the best car

Name: Jarryd Butler
Nickname: Butsy
Desired Occupation: Childcare Worker
Likely Outcome: Bartender
What I’ll miss about school: Bec Wylie
What I’ll be remembered for: eating Copper Sulphate

Name: Brae Byne
Nickname: Jaria
Desired Occupation: Makeup Artist to the Stars
Likely Outcome: Beauty Therapist
What I’ll miss about school: Headlight Fluid
What I’ll be remembered for: Being annoyingly moody

Name: Andrew Ryan
Nickname: Byrneout
Desired Occupation: Mechanic
Likely Outcome: Hunter
What I’ll miss about school: The friendships in the VCAL Class
What I’ll be remembered for: Pain in the Butt

Name: Skye Hancock
Nickname: Skyzie
Desired Occupation: Masseuse for Collingwood FC
Likely Outcome: Personal Trainer
What I’ll miss about school: VCAL
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a sicko

Name: Cjae Hansen
Nickname: Ceej
Desired Occupation: Spray Painter
Likely Outcome: Race Car Drifter
What I’ll miss about school: 6 1/2 Hours of Art
What I’ll be remembered for: Coming late, leaving early

Name: Andrew Ryan
Nickname: Byrneout
Desired Occupation: Mechanic
Likely Outcome: Hunter
What I’ll miss about school: The friendships in the VCAL Class
What I’ll be remembered for: Pain in the Butt

Name: Codie Leek
Nickname: Codez
Desired Occupation: Vet Nurse
Likely Outcome: Hospitality
What I’ll miss about school: VCAL
What I’ll be remembered for: Meercats Toughnut

Name: Rebecca Wylie
Nickname: Steph, Bec, Twin wolf
Desired Occupation: Amazing Race winner
Likely Outcome: PHD Maths
What I’ll miss about school: Jacob
What I’ll be remembered for: Being the cooler twin

Name: Stephanie Wylie
Nickname: Wolf, twin, Bec
Desired Occupation: Nursing
Likely Outcome: Trophy wife
What I’ll miss about school: Friends and Mr Brew’s English
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a twin—original

Name: Luke Zwiersen
Nickname: Zwierzo, Master Chief
Desired Occupation: Scientist
Likely Outcome: Leader of the Chief Gang
What I’ll miss about school: Bec Wylie
What I’ll be remembered for: Having the best car

Name: Jarryd Butler
Nickname: Butsy
Desired Occupation: Childcare Worker
Likely Outcome: Bartender
What I’ll miss about school: Bec Wylie
What I’ll be remembered for: eating Copper Sulphate

Name: Brae Byne
Nickname: Jaria
Desired Occupation: Makeup Artist to the Stars
Likely Outcome: Beauty Therapist
What I’ll miss about school: Headlight Fluid
What I’ll be remembered for: Being annoyingly moody

Name: Andrew Ryan
Nickname: Byrneout
Desired Occupation: Mechanic
Likely Outcome: Hunter
What I’ll miss about school: The friendships in the VCAL Class
What I’ll be remembered for: Pain in the Butt

Name: Skye Hancock
Nickname: Skyzie
Desired Occupation: Masseuse for Collingwood FC
Likely Outcome: Personal Trainer
What I’ll miss about school: VCAL
What I’ll be remembered for: Being a sicko

Name: Cjae Hansen
Nickname: Ceej
Desired Occupation: Spray Painter
Likely Outcome: Race Car Drifter
What I’ll miss about school: 6 1/2 Hours of Art
What I’ll be remembered for: Coming late, leaving early
The pool of knowledge and expertise not to mention dry jokes, willing workers and staff mentors are retiring at the end of the year. It with sadness and gladness that we wish you all the best in your retirement. Thank you Tony, Gary and Graham for your years of service to the Department of Education, to the students of Korumburra Secondary College, to the community, to us. You will be sadly missed but we hope you send envious postcards of your amazing adventures.
VCE ART AND DESIGN SHOW

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY WINNER: MUNGO TRUMBLE

PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD WINNER: KAELA PROVAN

VISUAL COMMUNICATION AND DESIGN WINNER: CHELSEA MACDONALD

STUDIO ART WINNER: JASMINE WATSON, WITH MODEL RHYS ARESTIA

PARENTS AND STUDENTS ENJOYING FOLIO WORK